
 
Summary: 

The study to take prospects of transformation Zae mayas straw to advantages of the soil in 

used fungus Trichoderma harziainum , Pseudomonas aerogenosa and Cellulomonas 

flavegina that which known to activity having to turned affirmative in the soil . 

To show results to effects that the media’s fermentation hand lea Trichoderma harziainum on 

the some creterions to growth. Barley plant that the creterions (45.5)cm, (10.21,6.41) gm in 

comparison with control’s unit that used in (just) cellulose dough without addition anything . 

This result to form high dissimilarity moral in growth criterion at it (25.1)cm,(3.41,137)gm as 

to case the use Zae mayas straws to contain of molasses with being there fungus of biocontrol 

on it also to form high dissimilarity with control unit that the criterions growth (22.3)cm, 

(1.21,0.83)gm . 

That was the form high average at the Barley criterions and the known that Pseudomonas 

aerogenosa and Cellulomonas flavegina from microbiology there was the activity enzyme 

which was back at useful on plant being of some organism matters which was assistance it in 

growth and survival . 

The life survival it and propagation it also to take as form microbiology that it analysis 

activity to organism matter whether to bark or other than it, whit it was back at useful on plant 

. from during at secretion of the cellulose enzyme but that the bacteria’s enzyme which ability 

it on the analysis of the cellulose dough . 

That the results superiority dealing to contiun on molasses, while that the used matter 

as (cellulose dough or zea mayas) both the activity enzyme of the bacteria at the 

known in analysis at organism matter if the matter to consider from advantages 

growth of plant and that the addition to media for the sake of increment from 

significance it, thus that the criterion growth of plant of surplusage n grand total of the 

roots of plant the horizontally and vertically of the form. 


